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Abstract
The uncertain feature of Internet imposes high risks on the reliability of service workflow. The risk of failure caused by unavailable services may increase costs when using service workflow based applications. Thus, it is necessary to consider the non-functional factors of service cost and reliability. In this paper, we propose a cost-driven services composition approach for enterprise workflows, where formal verification is employed to recommend appropriate services to abstract workflow. The primary work checks services composition in a quantitative way to make sure the solution of service configuration to service workflow has the best performance with high reliability and low cost. First, it introduces the service searching approach based on inverted index, and the service recommendation method based on improved Pearson formula. After that, it will return a set of candidate services for instancing workflow. Second, service model and workflow model are defined to formalize the behavior of services composition, which is considered as verification model. Then, the quantitative verification checks each possible plan of services composition by using probabilistic model checking. Our approach provides an effective method to generate the optimal service workflow.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has been widely used in modern industry and academia, which has an ability to quickly develop information system using Web services to integrate distributed applications (Papazoglou, 2008; Papazoglou, 2003). However, single service is hard to satisfy complex requirements of business logics, which calls for services composition. As one of possible technologies, service workflow is a flexible way to address this problem. Each activity of business process in abstract workflow can be mapped with services to provide value-added functions to achieve target requirements. Due to the diversity and complexity of services composition, it involves service searching, service selection, services verification to compose multiple individual services together (Tan, 2010; Jiang, 2012).

The open, dynamic and ever-changing features of Internet will lead to workflow failures. The traditional workflow method is stationary and certain, which will be broken down due to the risk of failure may be randomly encountered under this uncertain environment (Gao, 2013). If enterprise workflow has no response mechanism to dynamically configure workflow with new services, the running of service workflow will cause serious performance issues.

The process of service selection selects and composes services into new composite service to support abstract business process of workflow. However, most existing studies (Changyuan, 2010; Aalst, 1999; Zhang, 2011) do not account for risk-aware services composition for workflow. These techniques only require services composition to be consistent with functional behavior claims. In the practical running environment, the risk of service failure shows a probability of service disruptions. Therefore, it is possible that the new recommended plan of services composition will be encountered with failures again. It has several limitations and may cause users inconvenience. To this point, service workflow implemented by different services composition plans contains different risks because component service shows different reliability. Therefore, the performance of service workflow is not only dependent on service function but correlated to the quality of service. To minimize the re-failure risks of new service configuration, we need to select the optimal service workflow with the lowest cost and highest reliability. To this point, the balance between cost and reliability should be considered, which may have significant impact on the efficiency of service workflow.

As core issue, we transform the problem of service composition into the process of applying probabilistic model checking. Each plan is checked in a quantitative way, by which verification results with cost and reliability help us to match better services. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) The service searching method and service recommendation method are used to improve the efficiency
of building the candidate service set. These methods can avoid the searching works to be overloaded and degraded.

2) Due to the candidate service set may give different plans of services configurations to abstract workflow, the formal verification is used to check each plan in a quantitative way focusing on evaluating functional and non-functional requirements, such as interface operation, cost and reliability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the candidate service set generation process. Section 3 introduces formal models and verification process for checking service process. Section 4 reviews related works. Section 5 concludes this paper and gives future research directions.

2. THE SERVICE SELECTION FOR SERVICES COMPOSITION

In this section, formal models are proposed to formalize Web service and abstract workflow. The service searching problems and service recommendation are discussed to generate the service candidate set.

2.1 Formal Models

Definition 1 (Web Service). Web service is defined as tuple ws:= (id, F, I, O), where
1) id is the identifier for each Web service.
2) F is the functional description for each Web service.
3) I = {i1, i2, ..., in} is a set of inputs, which are received from invoker.
4) O = {o1, o2, ..., om} is a set of outputs, which are sent back to invoker.

Web service receives inputs I from invoker and sends outputs O to invoker via interface operations. In general, the inputs and outputs are basic information described in WSDL files (Crasso, 2010, Wu, 2009). The functional description F shows the service functionality, which can be considered as the source of function matching.

Definition 2 (Web Service Performance). To formalize non-functional behaviors, the cost and reliability of Web service ws are defined as follows.
1) The reliability of Web service is denoted as R(ws) = R, which represents the probability of reliability running when a request is sent to invoke service ws.
2) The cost of Web service is denoted as C(ws) = C, which shows how much should be paid when user agrees to use service ws.

In uncertain environment, Web service may be unavailable, which will make the software encountered with unpredictable risks. Definition 2 indicates that each service displays both functional and non-functional behaviors. During service invocations, user should prepare for risks of service failure. Thus, many service agreements often predefine different kinds of service costs under different reliability conditions, such as SLA (Service-Level Agreement).

Definition 3 (Business Workflow Model). Business workflow describes business logics in abstract way. It is defined as tuple BWM:= (N, C, T, s, e), where,
1) N is a set of logic tasks, which can be mapped with different services.
2) C is a set of control conditions for workflow, e.g., execution probabilities of branch and loops structures.
3) T = [N, N, N, C] is a set of transitions, which is divided into three types that C N N, N N and N C.
4) s N is the starting node of logic task, and e N is the ending node of logic task.

Definition 4 (Workflow Requirements). Workflow includes two requirement types. One is the functional requirement, which is used to the service matching. The other is non-functional requirement, which is used to the performance evaluation.
1) The functional requirement ws.l = I is in the form of inputs for each logic task N N. The functional requirement ws.O = O is in the form of outputs for each logic task N N.

During comparing services, the candidate service should have similar functions with same inputs and outputs. For Web service ws, if it is satisfied to functional requirement of logic node n of workflow, then it should satisfy that ws.l N N and ws.O N N.
2) The non-functional requirement consists of local requirement and global requirement. The local requirement focuses on logic task that N and N N. The global requirement focuses on workflow that N and N.

For Web service ws, if it is satisfied to non-functional requirement of logic node n in workflow, then it should satisfy that R(ws) N N and C(ws) N N. For checking N and N the method in literature (Hwang, 2007) is used to compute the total cost and reliability of service workflow.

2.2 Problem Definitions and Solution

Given a set of interfaces operations with inputs and outputs, the matching work of service searching is to compare each service from service repository. The complexity is O(N*M) in the worst, where N is the number of logic task nodes of workflow and M is the service number in service repository. It will be a huge task when the number of workflow nodes and service number are largely increased. Thus, we use the inverted index method to build service index in order to improve the searching efficiency.

Definition 5 (The Service Index). The inverted index for service is defined as tuple Sl::= (k, s, f) where,
1) $k$ is the set of keywords, in which inputs and outputs of interface operations are used as service identifications.

2) $S$ is a set of services, which is related to id of Web service.

3) $f(k) \subseteq S$ defines that services with same keyword $k$ can be grouped into a set.

The service index includes a set of interfaces labeling with inputs or outputs. Due to service index is the one-to-many pattern, each index is mapped with different services to show that they can support at least one same interface.

Table 1. An Example of Service Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The service searching aims to find a set of candidate services according to interface operation. This service index method improves the traditional service searching methods because it can quickly return target services. For example, there are 6 indexes (I1,I2,I3,O1,O2,O3) in Table 1. If we want to search services which contains Output O2, it will return (S1,S2,S3,S5,S7) as candidate services without comparing other services.

Definition 6 (The Functional Consistency). Let $CS=\{cs_1, cs_2, ... , cs_n\}$ be the candidate service set, and $cs_i$ be mapped to $n \in N$. The functional consistency requires

$$CS \bigcap_{i=1}^{n} f(op_i)$$

(1)

The functional consistency indicates that each input or output of task node of workflow should be simulated by corresponding service in the candidate service set. However, there will be a large number of candidate services, which calls for refining the current set to return suitable services.

Definition 7 (The Refinement of Candidate Service Set). Suppose the target interface set is $\{op_1, op_2, ..., op_n\}$. The refinement process of candidate service set is divided into two steps.

1) The intersection function is used to build an initial set

$$CS \left\{ \{ws \in S \mid R(ws) \subseteq f(op_j)\}\right\}$$

(2)

This function removes redundant services. For example, let (I1,I2,O3) be target interfaces. From Table 1, there are three sets that $f(I1)=\{(I1,S1), (I1,S3), (I1,S4), (I1,S6)\}$, $f(I2)=\{(I2,S3), (I2,S4), (I2,S7), (I2,S10), (I2,S11)\}$, $f(O3)=\{(O3,S3), (O3,S4), (O3,S5), (O3,S11)\}$. We can obtain the candidate service set $CS=\{S3, S4\}$.

2) The multi-objective selection function is used to delete services which cannot satisfy the non-functional requirements.

$$CS \left\{ \{ws \in S \mid R(ws) \subseteq f(op_j)\}\right\}$$

(3)

With the help of multi-objective selection function, the candidate service set can be refined by eliminating services whose have low reliability or high cost. Thus, it can guarantee the high feasibility of services composition.

To improve searching efficiency, the other way is the service recommendation which is different from general service searching. In some cases, dynamic service composition should be completed in seconds. Thus, recommending related services to workflow based on the user usage records can save the service searching time. In the following we will discuss the improved service recommendation method to select services to support business process of abstract workflow.

Definition 8 (The Service Recommendation). Suppose the usage frequency of services in service repository will be recorded and updated in real-time. The service recommendation method based on Pearson formula focuses on these usage records. It includes following steps.

1) The usage frequency of service is in the form of vector. For user $u$, the historical record is $r_{ws,1,us} \quad r_{ws,2,us} \quad ... \quad r_{ws,n,us}$ where $r_{ws,us}$ shows the usage frequency of service $ws$ used by user $us$.

2) After calculating all users’ historical records, a two-dimensional matrix for users and services is generated as follows,

$$ws_1 \quad ws_2 \quad ws_3 \quad ws_4 \quad ws_5$$

$$u_{ws_1} \quad r_{ws_1,1,us_1} \quad r_{ws_1,2,us_2} \quad ... \quad r_{ws_1,n,us_n}$$

$$u_{ws_2} \quad r_{ws_2,1,us_1} \quad r_{ws_2,2,us_2} \quad ... \quad r_{ws_2,n,us_n}$$

$$u_{ws_3} \quad r_{ws_3,1,us_1} \quad r_{ws_3,2,us_2} \quad ... \quad r_{ws_3,n,us_n}$$

$$u_{ws_4} \quad r_{ws_4,1,us_1} \quad r_{ws_4,2,us_2} \quad ... \quad r_{ws_4,n,us_n}$$

$$u_{ws_5} \quad r_{ws_5,1,us_1} \quad r_{ws_5,2,us_2} \quad ... \quad r_{ws_5,n,us_n}$$

(3)

3) The user-service matrix is changed into the service-service matrix according to the Pearson formula (Benesty, 2009; Jiang, 2011) that,
The $v_{ws,ws'}$ is a correlation value for services $ws$ and $ws'$. The $r_{ws,us}$ is a count value for service $ws$ used by user $us$. $\bar{r}_{ws}$ is the average count value of user $ws$. The $r_{ws,ws'}$ is a count value for service $ws'$ used by user $us$. $\bar{r}_{ws'}$ is the average count value of user $ws'$.

However, it should consider interface operations since the incompatibility will make service unavailable. Obviously, the correlation value $v_{ws,ws'}$ is not accurate to decide whether two users are similar or not, especially they are incompatible with each other. To this point, the $v_{ws,ws'}$ should be improved to enhance the accuracy of user similarity based on the interface operation, cost, and reliability, which aims to enable Pearson formula to be suitable to recommend related services.

$$v_{ws,ws'} = \frac{|\bar{r}_{ws} - \bar{r}_{ws'}|}{\sqrt{\sigma^2_{ws'} + \sigma^2_{ws}}},$$

$$r_{ws,ws'} = \frac{|\bar{r}_{ws'} - \bar{r}_{ws}|}{\sqrt{\sigma^2_{ws} + \sigma^2_{ws'}}},$$

In formula (5), we consider the interface similarity $\frac{c(ws,ws')}{\sigma^2_{ws} + \sigma^2_{ws'}}$, the cost similarity $\frac{c(ws,ws')}{\sigma^2_{ws} + \sigma^2_{ws'}}$, and the reliability similarity $\frac{R(ws')}{\sigma^2_{ws}}$. Parameters $\sigma^2_{ws}$ and $\sigma^2_{ws'}$ are used to control the weight value during computing the correlation value $v_{ws,ws'}$, where $\sigma^2_{ws} = \bar{r}_{ws}$. If cost is important, then $\bar{r}_{ws}$ can be greater than $\bar{r}_{ws'}$ and $\sigma^2_{ws}$ can be greater than $\sigma^2_{ws'}$ if reliability is important, then $\bar{r}_{ws}$ can be greater than $\bar{r}_{ws'}$ and $\sigma^2_{ws}$ can be greater than $\sigma^2_{ws'}$.

4) Finally, the new correlation matrix is generated as follow,

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  ws_1 & ws_2 & ws_3 & ws_4 \\
  ws_1 & V_{1,1} & V_{1,2} & V_{1,3} & V_{1,4} \\
  ws_2 & V_{2,1} & V_{2,2} & V_{2,3} & V_{2,4} \\
  ws_3 & V_{3,1} & V_{3,2} & V_{3,3} & V_{3,4} \\
  ws_4 & V_{4,1} & V_{4,2} & V_{4,3} & V_{4,4}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

For each correlation, the correlation value can be ranked from low to high ratings for service recommendation. However, according to improved Pearson formula, there will be huge number of candidate services. Note that the IPS($ws$) function will output related top-k services as a recommendation set $RS$.

\[
RS = \{ws | IPS(ws) \geq \alpha \}
\]

Thus, the formula (7) is used to eliminate services whose cannot satisfy the non-functional requirements, especially reliability and cost.

Definition 9 (The Formal Model of Services Composition)

The challenge of services composition for workflow is the solution evaluation. To this problem, we apply probabilistic model checking to services composition in order to evaluate each plan of service configurations.

3.1 Verification Process Overview

According to service plan, candidate service will be mapped to each task to obtain the target service workflow. The probabilistic model checking employed to verify service workflow includes three steps, mainly formal modeling, verification property generation, and verification execution. The verification result contains not only the satisfiability assertion between model and property but also the quantitative information about cost and reliability.

Step 1) The behavioral model is generated in the form of formal model considering temporal relations of service invocation.

Step 2) The requirements of workflow is changed into verification property in the form of temporal logic formulae.

Step 3) Model checker tool PRISM is used to perform automatic verification when formal model and verification property are coded into PRISM input language.

Step 4) Verification results are analyzed to confirm the optimal plan.

3.2 Formal Verification Model

Definition 9 (The Formal Model of Services Composition) The verification model is a labeled transition system. It is defined as tuple $\langle S, S_0, \|, P, C, AP, L \rangle$, that is,

- $S$ is a finite set of states, where each state corresponds to a Web service.
s0 is an initial state.
- \( E \subseteq S \times S \) is a finite set of edge relations, which shows the service invocation relation.
- \( P : [0,1] \times [0,1] \) is the transition probability matrix, where \( P(s,s') = 1 \) for all \( s \in S \).
- \( C(S) \times N \) is the cost function, which shows service cost.
- \( AP \) is a finite set of atomic propositions.
- \( L : S \times 2^{AP} \) is labeling function that assigns a set of atomic propositions to each state \( s \).

For state \( s, s' \subseteq S \), the transition probability matrix gives the probability \( P(s,s') \) of making a transition from \( s \) to \( s' \) in one discrete step. The service cost is specified by the function \( C(S) \), which gives each state cost in \( S \). Each transition is annotated with a probability value indicating the likelihood of its occurrence during possible service invocations. The transition probability matrix denotes a set of all probabilistic distributions over the state space.

### 3.3 Model Checker PRISM and Its Language

PRISM (Kwiatkowska, 2009) is a probabilistic model checker, which supports various model types including Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC), Markov Decision Process (MDP), Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) and Probabilistic Timed Automata (PTA). In this paper, we mainly use DTMC to code services composition model. The DTMC syntax of PRISM is in the form of action guard command which forces two or more modules to make transitions simultaneously with different probabilities.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[ <guard> : <guard2> : ... : <guard_n> ]} \\
&\text{...+<guard> : <guard2> : ... : <guard_n>} \\
&\text{<guard> : <guard2> : ... : <guard_n>}
\end{align*}
\]

where location is an label corresponding to states of FWS model, prob \([0,1]\) is the probability function after changing current location to new location.

To extend the probability for each transition, the reliability of mapped service is used to generate the transition probability. The transition probability computing is worked as follows.

\[
p(s,s') = \frac{r(s')}{\sum_{s''} r(s'')}
\]

For example, in Figure 1(a), suppose state s0 has two ongoing transitions \((s0, s1)\) and \((s0, s2)\). According to formula (8), the new transition probability for \((s0,s1)\) is 0.91/2 = 0.455 and \((s0,s2)\) is 0.95/2 = 0.425. The special state fail denotes the failure probability when states s1 and s2 are unavailable.

### 4. Related Works

Web service has been changing traditional business models, which helps modern enterprises to seize business opportunities and accelerate inter-enterprise collaborations. A lot of researches on services composition have been published from different perspectives. We give a review on major techniques and methods that are most closely related to our works.

Many researches focus on service selection. Xianzhi Wang et al., (Wang, 2016,) proposed algorithms to QoS-aware service selection based on the artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). Yue Wang et al., (Wang, 2016) proposed a skyline-based Web service selection method to deal with
the efficiency problem as well as solved the frequent requests problem. To improve efficiency of service selection, the Kd-tree based search algorithm was designed to determine skyline and then reduce the search space. Puwei Wang et al., (Wang, 2016) proposed a type of incentive contract that motivated the service providers to offer the QoS and prices. An incentive mechanism for effective service selection was proposed to fulfill the global QoS requirements. Dionysis Margaris et al., (Margaris, 2015) considered a number of service selection issues related to WS-BPEL scenario adaptation, aiming to enhance adaptation quality and improve the QoS offered to end users. However, none of existing methods take into consideration service searching and service recommendation to improve the efficiency of service selection.

Many researches focus on service QoS. ZhiJun Ding et al., (Ding, 2015) addressed the issue of selecting and composing services via genetic algorithm, and proposed a transaction and QoS-aware selection approach. Ikibel Guidara et al., (Guidara, 2015) presented a heuristic based time-aware service selection approach to efficiently select a close-to-optimal combination of services. Lianzhao Zeng et al., (Zeng, 2004) presented a middleware platform which addressed the services selection issue for the purpose of composition in a way. It aimed to maximize user satisfaction expressed as utility functions over QoS attributes. Tao Yu et al., (Yu, 2007) designed a broker-based architecture to facilitate the selection of QoS-based services. The objective of service selection was to maximize an application-specific utility function under the end-to-end QoS constraints. However, these methods are hard to handle dynamic services composition because service selection requires human intervention to make decisions during QoS computing. Moreover, QoS is a collection of multidimensional indexes that how to evaluate service composition should translate QoS values into the unified evaluation index.

Different from above researches, we propose a two phase services composition for abstract workflow. In the first phase, the service selection is archived by service searching and service recommendation. In the second phase, probabilistic model checking is employed to check which plan of service configurations for workflow is optimal with low cost and high reliability.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The service workflow as one of enterprise information integration methods has been widely used in E-commerce and scientific computing. However, in uncertain environment, workflows have risks of failure, which will make component service unavailable. In order to guarantee the service workflow satisfies the functional and non-functional requirements, it is necessary to research the cost-driven services composition. The aim of this paper is to select services for abstract workflow by using probabilistic model checking to verify service plan in a quantitative way.

First, the inverted index method is used to generate service index in order to improve the efficiency of service searching. Then, the service searching selects services according to interface operation of user functional requirements. Furthermore, the refined candidate service set will be returned to abstract workflow for service configuration. Third, the usage frequency is used to generate service-service correlation matrix by using improved Pearson formula, which considers interface, cost, and reliability factors to recommend correlated services. At last, model checker PRISM is employed to perform the formal verification by which the verification result helps to confirm which plan of service configuration is suitable to current workflow.

The paper only discusses the cost-driven services composition in uncertain environment. However, the service invocation has time limitations in practices (Xiang, 2015). Thus, we will consider the time constraint to extend the services composition verification in the future.
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